STAGE PLAN
Viaggiatori Armonici
multi-channel snake

multi-channel snake

1
Kishalaya
flute

2
Sabrina
flutes

3
Stefania
violino

Digital WI-Fi
Mixer
out of stage

7 Carlos

12 Francesco
percussions

8 Ilaria

acoustic guitar
classical guitar
viola 10 strings
percussion

elettrica guitar
cavaquinho
ukulele
glockenspiel

+ line on DI box

6 Martina
mandolin
percussions

11 Anna
keyboard

9 Tommaso
acoustic guitar
classical guitar
melodica
water flute

stereo line on DI box

5 Teresa

percussion
set 2

banjo

classical guitar
viola 10 strings

10 Giacomo

4 Lucia

elettrica guitar
cavaquinho
ukulele
lap steel guitars

mandolin
bass guitar
percussions

+ line on DI box

microphone + stand

+ line on DI box

microphone + mini stand

clip microphone

chairs

platform

Musicians and Microphones List
Microphones*

Instruments

1. Kishalaya Zordan

Sontronics ST10

recorder - flute - melodica

2. Sabrina Agosto

Avantone CK-1

piccolo - flute - alto flute and bass flute

3. Stefania Feletto

Sontronics ST1

violin

4. Lucia Torresan

Aston Origin

mandolin, acoustic guitar, bass, percussion

5. Teresa Gasparini

Aston Origin

classical guitar - viola 10 strings - banjo

6. Martina Lazzar

Blue Hummingbird

banjo - mandolin - bass

7. Carlos da Costa Coelho

Blue Hummingbird

classical guitar - acoustic guitar - viola 10 strings - percussion

8. Ilaria Ballo

Aston Origin
DI

ukulele - elettrica guitar - cavaquinho - acoustic guitar glockenspiel

9. Tommaso Valdesolo

AKG C3000
DI

classical guitar - acoustic guitar - melodica

10. Giacomo Benvenuto

Blue Hummingbird
Milkman amp

classical guitar - lap steel guitar - ukulele -cavaquinho
keyboard

11. Anna Cazzola
12. Francesco Clera

Overhead cond.
SM57
clip mic

panderio - surdo - zarb - percussion set

percussion set 2

AKG c1000/ SM57

percussions

Observations: we may play without monitor using individual ear-monitors. Also the system of microphones and other technical necessities may be
adapted to the situation and place. Details and adjustments may be discussed if necessary.
Contact Number: +39 328 8720477

